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Abstract: The Office of Information Technology (OIT) is responsible for supporting the IT needs of University of California, Irvine faculty, students, and staff. Their mission is to provide information technology leadership, services, and innovative solutions to promote the research, education, and community service goals of the University. Materials include bulletins and newsletters created by OIT, user and resource guides, handbooks, directories, reports, advertisements about course offerings, task force documentation, and proposals for a telecommunications network.

Access
The collection has not been processed but is open for research. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.

Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. For permission to reproduce or to publish, please contact the University Archivist.

Preferred Citation
For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.

Acquisition Information
Transferred by Dana Roode, 2019.

Collection Scope and Content Summary
The Office of Information Technology (OIT) is responsible for supporting the IT needs of University of California, Irvine faculty, students, and staff. Their mission is to provide information technology leadership, services, and innovative solutions to promote the research, education, and community service goals of the University. Materials include bulletins and newsletters created by OIT, user and resource guides, handbooks, directories, reports, advertisements about course offerings, task force documentation, and proposals for a telecommunications network.